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DECISION AND DISMISSAL OF COMPLAINT

On February 7, 1991, Local 391, Council 4, AFSCME, AFL-CIO (the Union) filed a
complaint (SPP-13,557) with the Connecticut State Board of Labor Relations (the Labor
Board) alleging that the State of Connecticut (the State) had engaged and was continuing to
engage in prohibited practices within the meaning of Section 5-272(a)(4) of the Act
Concerning Collective Bargaining for State Employees (the Act) by unilaterally changing an
important condition of employment during the term of the parties’ collective bargaining
agreement. Specifically, the Union alleged that the State had closed the guard towers
(towers) at Somers Prison, which were staffed by employees in the Union, and the State
refused to bargain with the Union about its decision to close, as well as the impact of the
closing of the towers on safety conditions at the work place.



After the requisite preliminary steps had been taken, the case was brought before the
Labor Board for hearings on March 18, April 11, April 22, and May 1, 1991, at which time
the parties appeared, were represented by counsel, and were given a full opportunity to
present evidence, examine and cross-examine witnesses, and make argument. Roth parties
fled post hearing briefs, the last of which was received on July 25, 1991.

On February 10, 1992, the Union filed a Motion to Reopen the Record and it was
granted by the Labor Board on June 5, 1992 without objection from the State. After
issuance of an Order to Reopen, we learned from the parties that through inadvertence of the
mail the State had not received the Union’s Motion to Reopen. Accordingly, we agreed to
reconsider the motion to reopen and to review the objection by the State filed  with us on July
14, 1992. After careful consideration of the motion and objection, the Board issued an order
on September 11, 1992 denying the motion to reopen. (Decision No. 3041-A)

On the basis of the entire record before us, we now make the following tindings  of
fact, conclusions of law, and dismissal of complaint.

FINDINGS OF FACT

1. The State of Connecticut, including the Department of Corrections (DOC),  is an
employer within the meaning of the Act.

2. The American Federation of State, County and Municipal Employees, Council 4,
AFL-CIO, is an employee organization within the meaning of the Act and has been the
exclusive bargaining representative for the Correctional (NP-4)  bargaining unit over the
period of several collective bargaining agreements including the current agreement. (Ex.  9)

3 . The bargaining tit membership has been divided into three local organizations by
AFSCME (Fern&,  Tr. p. 5) and Local 391 includes the Correction Officers and other unit
members employed at the four correctional institutions located in the towns of Somers and
Enfield.  (Dolan  Tr. p. 110)

4 . Employees in the Correction Officers job title work at all of the correctional
facilities and are primarily responsible for security and patrol duties.

5. The Connecticut Correctional Institution - Somers (CCI-Somers) was constructed
in the early 1960’s as a “maximum security” facility. Its original construction included the
seven guard towers located outside the perimeter fence which are the subject of the current
dispute. (Dolan  Tr. p. 83)

6. From tbe prison towers, correction officers are able to observe the wooded areas
and roads bordering Somers. (Ex. 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 73, 76)
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7. Guards are also able to view any vehicles or persons approaching the facility and
observe any object which might be tossed over the fence. (Ex.  16-21; 10, 74, 75)

8. The WI-Somers currently houses approximately 1400 inmates (Dolan Tr. p. 83;
Tilghman Tr. p. 195) and has approximately 360 correction officers. (Ferrucci  Tr. p. 7)

9. The correction officers at CCI-Somers may be assigned to one of three shifts:
Day or first  shift (7:45  a.m. to 4:00 p.m.); evening or second shift (3:45  p.m. to 12
midnight); or midnight or third shift (11:45  p.m. to 8:00 a.m.). The general daily staffing is
approximately 1101  correction officers scheduled for the day shift, 70 scheduled for the
evening shift, and 45 scheduled for the midnight shift. (Dolan  Tr. p. 83)

10. The guard towers were initially staffed on a constant basis (24 hours per day, 7
days per week). During the mid to late 1970’s,  some of the towers were generally not
staffed  during part of the midnight shift, from  approximately 3:30  a.m. to 8:00 a.m. and, on
numerous occasions, were not staffed for the entire midnight shift and/or the evening shift.
(Dolan  Tr. p. 84; :Burke  Tr. p. 150). There were also occasions during 1989 when some of
the tower posts were left unstaf%d  on the day shift, due to the number of absent correction
officers. (Tilghman  Tr. p. 181)

11. On or about February 4, 1991 the Department of Corrections determined to
discontinue staffing of the guard towers at CCI-Somers. (Tr. p. 9) Some of the towers are
totally closed while others remain staffed during specific times of the week as more fully set
forth in finding of fact #14.  (Tr. p. 9, 10, 70)

12. The Department of Corrections made the decision to close the towers without any
negotiations with Local 391 over the decision or the impacts from its decision upon working
conditions. (p. 11, 12)

13. For approximately two years prior to the filing of the complaint in this case, the
Corrections Department had been undergoing a process of evaluating post assignments at all
of its facilities that had resulted in numerous changes at various facilities. (Tuthill  Tr. p.
255-258)

14. As of February 6, 1991, the guard towers were generally staffed as follows:

1Tower

(overlooking main driveway): not staffed;

Tower 2

(overlooking the east block\protective  custody yard): during
periods of recreation for those inmates, generally two hours in
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the afternoon, Monday through Friday, and on numerous.
occasions when the yard was used for recreation by the inmates
from the treatment unit, generally 690  p.m. to 8:OO p.m. or on
week-ends.

Tower 3

(overlooking F block/administrative segregation yard): during
periods of recreation for those inmates, generally 890 a.m. to
4:OO p.m., Monday through Friday.

4Tower

(overlooking the general recreation yard i.e. “the big yard”):
during recreation periods for the general population, generally
1:OO p.m. to 3:OOp.m. and 6:OOp.m. to 8:OOp.m. or 8:30
p.m., seven days per week.

(overlooking the general recreation yard i.e. the “big yard”):
during recreation periods for the general population, generally
1:Oo  p.m. to 3:OO p.m. and 6:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m. or 8:30
p.m., seven days per week.

Tower 6

(overlooking the inmate/family  visitation trailers): 24 hours per
day, seven days per week.

Tower 7

(overlooking the vehicle entrance, i.e. the “sally port”): during
periods of vehicle delivery, generally 790  a.m. to 5:OO p.m.,
Monday through Friday.

The outside recreation periods, with the exception of the F block segregation yard,
are dependent upon the day’s weather and there is little, if any, outside recreation during the
winter months. The evening recreation periods only occur during daylight hours, i.e. spring
through early fall. (Dolan  Tr. p. 68-71; Burke Tr. p. 150-153, and 163, 164)

15. The towers would also be staffed as needed under other circumstances, such as if
an area of the fence alarm system by a particular tower was not operating or if warranted by
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other emergency or unusual circumstance. (Burke Tr. p. 156; Tilghman Tr. p. 187-188,
2 1 0 )

16. When the CCI-Somers was constructed, its perimeter control system consisted of
two chain-link fences topped by barbed wire with motion detection pads on the ground
between the fences. The original outer fence was lower than the current outer fence. The
original inner fence had sections with regular chain-link for the frill  fence instead of the fine
wire mesh that was contained in the top portion of most sections of the inner fence. The
facility also had interior chain-link fences which intersected at right angles with the inner
perimeter fence. (Dolan Tr. p. 124; Burke Tr. P. 144-145, 147-148)

17. The current perimeter control system at CCI-Somers consists of two fences
topped by razor wire. The inner fence is approximately 15 feet high and its top four or five
feet is a fine wire :mesh,  rather than chain-link; the inner fence has two rolls of razor wire
above and at the top of the fence. The outer fence is approximately 15 feet high and it has
two rolls of razor  wire (about two feet high) above the top of the fence, as well as four rolls
of razor wire on the ground and the bottom of the fence. The addition of the razor wire and
the increase in height of the outer fence occurred in 1988 and 1989. (Burke Tr. p. 147, 154;
See also Ex. 17, 18, 19 and 20)

18. The current alarm system at CCI-Somers is a motion detection system connected
to the inner fence and is designed to sound if the fence is shaken, e.g. by an inmate
attempting to climb the fence. (Tr. p. 29; Burke Tr. p. 148) The fence alarm is sufficiently
sensitive that the shaking of the fence caused by wind or small animals has, in the past,
caused the alarm to sound. (Read Tr. p. 40)

19. One other State Correctional Institution, CCI-Cheshire, had guard towers
included in its original construction. Currently, some of the five or six towers at Cheshire
are regularly unstaffed  and some are only regularly staffed during periods of recreation or
vehicle delivery. (Tuthill  Tr. p. 261-263)

20. The guard towers at CCI-Cheshire which had been similarly constructed at the
time that the CCI-Somers facility was built, were changed from full staffing to reduced
staffing in approximately 1985 (Tr. p. 261-263).

21. The tower staffing decision was made in an effort to.  reduce departmental costs in
areas which did not affect security or safety. (Tilghman Tr. p. 194, 209-210; Tuthill  Tr. p.
258, 271-272)

22. The management rights article of the parties collective bargaining agreement
states in pertinent part that:

Except as otherwise limited by an express provision of this agreement,
the State rerierves  and retains, whether exercised or not, all the lawful
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and customary rights, powers and prerogatives of public management.
Such rights include, but are not limited to establishing the productivity
and performance of its employees; determining the mission of an
agency and the methods and means necessary  to Mfill that mission,
including . . . a discontinuation of services, positions, or programs in
whole or in part; . . . [the] assignment, direction and transfer of
personnel; . . . (Ex.  9, p. 4)

CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

. 1.. The decision to discontinue staffing of some of the guard towers at CCI-Somers,
the reassignment of corrections officers to work within the prison, and modifications to the
prison perimeter f~:nce  were decisions within the scope of managerial discretion and not
mandatory subjects of bargaining.

2 . An employer is undera  duty to bargain over the secondary effects of a managerial
decision affecting major terms and conditions of employment such as employee health and
safety, provided the secondary effects are demonstrated through competent evidence to have
substantial impact lqon the working conditions of employees.

3 . The closing of the guard towers had no substantial impact upon the health and
safety of corrections officers which would require negotiation over any secondary effects of
Correction’s managerial decision.

DISCUSSION

By many prior decisions we have held that absent an appropriate defense, an
employer’s unilateral change in a condition of employment involving a mandatory subject of
bargaining will constitute an illegal refusal to bargain and a prohibited practice under the
Act. NLRB  v. Xi&z,  369 U.S. 736 (1962); Town of Newingtbn,  Decision No. 1116 (1973);
Personnel Poiky broanl,  Decision No. 1461 (1976); Boatd  of Police Commissioners,  Town
of Hamden,  Decision No. 1484 (1977); Greenwich Bead of Education, Decision No. 1580
(1977); Bethel Boad  of Educatzim,  Decision No. 1920 (1980). If the contract permits the
employer to make the change no violation will be found. We&  H&oni Ekkation
Association, Inc. v. Dayson  LkCourcy,  162 COM.  566 (1972); Town of Eust Haven,
Decision No. 1279 (1975); City  of Willimanfic,  Decision No. 1455 (1976).

With regard to the first issue stated above, we conclude that the State’s decisions to
close certain prison guard towers, reassign tower personnel within the prison and to make
improvements to the perimeter fence were well within the realm of managerial discretion. In
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State of Connectiut,  Depment of Corrections, Decision No. 2013 (1981) we held:

The public policy favoring the State’s discretion in housing prisoners
would prevent any reasonable decision implementing that policy from
becoming a. mandatory subject of bargaining. It is diEcult  to imagine
an activity in which the State has a stronger interest, or one that is
more intricately bound up with state laws, regulations, and procedures
than the administration of its prisons. Preiser  Y. Rodriguez, 411 U.S.
475, 49 l-92 (1973). The public’s expectations concerning personal
security and the sure administration of the law turn on the effective
maintenance of a prison system and the use of prison facilities to house
prisoners is the most basic function of such a system. See Newman v.
Akzhmu,  559 F.2d 283 (5th Cir. 1977),  which necessarily
encompasses issues of prisoner housing. The State’s decision to house
prisoners in the Bachelor Officers Quarters directly relates to public
policy questions fundamental to the existence, direction, and operation
of the governmental enterprise and may, in this situation, be made
unilaterally without the encumbrance of collective bargaining.

Further, it is well settled that decisions to eliminate positions and establish new ones,
establish the size of the workforce, and determine the portion of a facility to be utilized, fall
within the area of :management  prerogative. DeCourcy,  supm,-  Town of Stmtford,  Decision
No. 999 (1971); Newington, supm; West Haven Board of Education, Decision No. 1363
(1976); Town of East  Haven, Decision No. 1279 (1975); City of Hadford,  Decision No.
1850 (1980).

More recently in the correctional context we concluded that a basic statutory
responsibility of the Department of Corrections is the care, custody, treatment and security of
inmates placed in its charge. Thus, decisions, such as these are issues of public policy
fundamental to the existence, direction, and operation of the governmental enterprise, and do
not of themselves give rise to the duty to bargain. State of Connecticut, Decision No. 2743
(1989).

We are satisfied from the record evidence that the decision to close the towers and
reassign employees was motivated by the State’s need to adhere to budgetary constraints by
redeploying its corrections officers in a manner in which it genuinely believed it could best
meet its objectives of providing adequate prison security without additional manpower.
However, that does not end our analysis, for we must proceed to consider whether the
secondary impacts of these decisions upon the health and safety of employees were
sufficiently substantial so as to require bargaining.

We recogtize that practically any employer decision which involves the exercise of
managerial discretion will have secondary effects upon the conditions of employment of some
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employees. However, if this occurs when no collective bargaining negotiations are ongoing,
these effects do not require bargaining unless they involve major terms and conditions of
employment. C@  of Bristol, Decision No. 1305 (1975); Town of Stmtfod,  Decision No.
1471 (1976). As the Union correctly points out, we have by past precedent held that
employee health and safety is a major condition of employment and a mandatory subject of
bargaining. Bridgeport, supm;  Ciiy  of Hartfod,  supru;  Town of Winchester, Decision No.
2259 (1983); C& of Danbury, Decision No. 1907 (1980). However, the Union bears the
burden through the: production of competent evidence of identifying the secondary impacts
and we will not presume that they are substantial. Town of Hamden,  Decision No. 2145
(1982).

The specific impacts about which the Union has expressed concern in the present case
are the following:

1. The advantage of the viewpoint which the towers provide to the safety of the
prison allows officers’ stress levels to be greatly  reduced because of their knowledge that the
prison is a safer place.

2. Working in the towers, which is done on a rotating basis, is safer and less
stressful, and the break in the tension helps officers perform better in the prison.

3. Manned towers provide added security for the community and the general public.

4. The closing of the towers and enhancements to the fence have decreased security
because:

a. The fence malfunctions frequently;
b. The fence does not provide the same deterrent effect upon inmates as
armed guards in the towers;
c . The fence is no longer physically observed constantly from the towers;
d. The fence does not provide the same level of security from inmates in the
prison yard when the towers are manned.
e . AJl of the above factors increase danger to correctional officers from
inmate assault.

5 . It will take 20 minutes to m-staff the towers in the event of an emergency which
is too long to be safe.

We treat &se alleged impacts in order. With regard to the first item, we note that it
assumes that the manning of the towers makes the prison a safer place because of the view
afforded to the inside as well as outside of the prison. This assumption essentially argues
with the State’s staffing decision and the record evidence advanced that by increasing the
number of staff within the prison itself, greater security will be achieved. We recognize that
employment in a secure correctional facility will normally be stressful. However, we cannot
find that the record supports a conclusion that the level of stress has been substantially
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increased so as to affect health and safety. Thus, we decline to substitute the Union’s
judgment as to the most secure means of operating the facilities for the judgment of the State
and conclude that the record fails to establish a substantial impact on this aspect.

With regard to the second item, we do not believe the evidence supports the
proposition advanced by the Union that periodic relief from work within the prison by way
of a tower working assignment increases employment safety. To be sure, employees actually
engaged in tower duty may, for that period of time, be personally more secure than fellow
officers working inside the facility, and may in fact return to interior assignments refreshed.
However, we believe it to be equally probable to conclude from the State’s evidence  that by
increasing the officer population within the prison, greater safety will be afforded to all
employees on a continuous basis. Because the evidence on this point is inconclusive, we do
not believe that a substantial impact upon employee safety has been established.

The third item presents an issue which we believe lies beyond the scope of impact
bargaining. Community safety is certainly a matter of mutual concern to the parties and we
note that the record reflects that significant numbers of members of the bargaining unit reside
in the community surrounding CCI-Somers. However, we are limited in our examination to
the effects which the change in staffing had upon working conditions at the prison itself and
may not consider the effects on elements extrinsic to it. We are mindful that certain
employees may experience less stress equipped with the knowledge that the community is
less prone to the emergence of fleeing inmates. However, this contention, like the first,
essentially contradicts the State’s premise that the facility, because of the changes, enjoys
greater security. As we have previously stated, it is inappropriate for this board to substitute
our judgment for the State’s on matters of correctional security.

With regard to issue four, the Union attacks the adequacy of the perimeter fence and
argues that its deficiencies substantially endanger officers by increasing the probability of
inmate assault. Correction’s evidence established that the perimeter fence has been
substantially bolstered since 1985 with the addition of razor wire, increased height, and the
addition of fine wire mesh, to various portions. Further, the original alarm system has been
replaced with an entirely new security system and the outside guard patrols have been
increased and their patrolling patterns modified. The evidence on these matters is conflicting
at best regarding the reliability of only the fence alarm system. While the Union evidence
provided does establish that false alarms and malfunctions do occur, its witnesses admitted
during cross-examination to a number of miscalculations regarding their frequency. Due to
the flaws we find in these assertions, we find that the record does not support a conclusion
that deficiencies in the fence substantially impinge upon employee safety. While we believe
that it is probable, as the Union argues, that inmates may not be as intimidated by the
presence of the enhanced fence as by the presence of armed guards surveying them from the
towers, the record fails to establish a nexus between this decreased intimidation and
employee safety. As we have stated in Harden, supm, we will not assume a given effect to
have a substantial impact on working conditions so as to require bargaining.
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The final  i,ssue  raised, like the ones before it, asks us in essence to make a judgment
concerning the best means of providing security for the facility. That judgment, in brief, is
that the change involved in emergency procedures by the State’s decision to close the towers
(and thereby requ& their restaffing in the event of a fie)  is unsafe because it would take 20
minutes which, in the Union’s view, is too long. The State points out that its decision makes
an increased number of officers available to perform fIrefighting  responsibilities. We are
persuaded by the !3tate’s  evidence in this regard and do not find  that fire  hazards have been
substantially increased.

In sum, the State’s decision to close the guard towers and reassign correctional
officers to work inside the prison was a matter well within its managerial discretion. This is
also true of its decision to enhance the perimeter fence, its security, the alarm system, and
patrols surrounding the facility. The Union has failed to establish thorough competent
evidence that the changes occasioned by the decisions had substantial impacts upon the health
and safety of correctional officers.

By virtue of and pursuant to the powers vested in the Connecticut State Board of
Labor Relations by the Act Concerning Collective Bargaining for State Employees, it is

ORDERED, that the complaint Ned  herein be, and the same hereby is, dismissed.

CONNECTICUT STATE BOARD  OF LABOR RELATIONS

s/Patricia’ V. Low
Patricia V. Low,
Chairman

s/Susan Meredith
Susan Meredith,
Board Member

s/John C. Brittain
John C. Brittain,
Board Member
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TO:

Peter Allen,
L. R. Operations Manager, DAS-OLR
One Hartford Square West
Hartford, CT 06106

Ellen Carter, Esq..
L. R. Specialist, DAS-OLR
One Hartford Square West
Hartford, CT 06106

Barbara collins, Esq.
21 oak street
suite 400
Hartford, CT 06106

William Gagne, Esq.
207 Washington Street
Hartford, CT 06106

Larry R. Meachum, Commissioner,
state Of COMf2CtiCUt

Dept. of Correctic~ns
340 Capitol Avenue
Hartford, CT 06106

Michael Ferrucci
Staff Representative
council 4, AFSCME, AFL-CIO
444 East Main street
New Britain, CT 06051

Susan Creamer, Esq.
Council 4, AFSCME, AFL-CIO
444 East Main street
New Britain, CT 06051
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